1. Social networks provide an established tool to implement heterogeneous contact structures in epidemiological models. Dynamic temporal changes in contact structure and ranging behaviour of wildlife may impact disease dynamics. A consensus has yet to emerge, however, concerning the conditions in which network dynamics impact model outcomes, as compared to static approximations that average contact rates over longer time periods. Furthermore, as many pathogens can be transmitted both environmentally and via close contact, it is important to investigate the relative influence of both transmission routes in real-world populations. 2. Here, we use empirically derived networks from a population of wild primates, Verreaux's sifakas (Propithecus verreauxi), and simulated networks to investigate pathogen spread in dynamic vs. static social networks. 3. First, we constructed a susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered model of Cryptosporidium spread in wild Verreaux's sifakas. We incorporated social and environmental transmission routes and parameterized the model for two different climatic seasons. Second, we used simulated networks and greater variation in epidemiological parameters to investigate the conditions in which dynamic networks produce larger outbreak sizes than static networks. 4. We found that average outbreak size of Cryptosporidium infections in sifakas was larger when the disease was introduced in the dry season than in the wet season, driven by an increase in home range overlap towards the end of the dry season. Regardless of season, dynamic networks always produced larger average outbreak sizes than static networks. Larger outbreaks in dynamic models based on simulated networks occurred especially when the probability of transmission and recovery were low. Variation in tie strength in the dynamic networks also had a major impact on outbreak size, while network modularity had a weaker influence than epidemiological parameters that determine transmission and recovery. 5. Our study adds to emerging evidence that dynamic networks can change predictions of disease dynamics, especially if the disease shows low transmissibility and a long infectious period, and when environmental conditions lead to enhanced between-group contact after an infectious agent has been introduced.
Introduction
In the light of recent wildlife population declines caused by infectious diseases, it has become increasingly important to investigate how social contact among wild animals influences pathogen spread. At a population level, animals in the same group often have more contacts with one another than they do with animals in other groups. The resulting social barriers may constrain epidemic size (Freeland 1979; Loehle 1995) . Importantly, however, some infectious agents also spread through contamination of shared environments, including nematodes (Anderson 2000) , protozoa such as Cryptosporidium (Casemore 1990) , and bacteria, such as Escherichia coli (Guenther, Ewers & Wieler 2011) . Thus, some socially transmitted parasites may also transfer between groups in areas of range overlap, blurring the distinction between strictly social and environmental transmission.
It is, therefore, important to investigate the relative influence of both transmission types in real-world populations, ideally in a common framework that enables comparison among different types of direct and indirect contact. Social networks, traditionally representing physical contacts or proximity, provide such a framework. Network modelling is an established tool to assess pathogen spread through populations of solitary animals, fissionfusion societies, and among members of stable groups (e.g., Cross et al. 2004; Hamede et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014) . Network approaches can be extended to include connections between groups, for example, those occurring during intergroup encounters (e.g., Craft et al. 2011) . To model environmental transmission in this framework, home range overlap among groups can also be represented as a network by creating a matrix of overlap among pairs of adjacent groups (e.g., VanderWaal et al. 2013) .
Most existing approaches assume that networks are static over time. However, animal contact and ranging patterns can be highly dynamic due to seasonal changes in mating patterns, thermoregulatory behaviour, or temporal changes in resource availability and climate. As examples, raccoons (Procyon lotor) increase contact duration with conspecifics via co-denning in winter (Hirsch et al. 2016) , male mouse lemurs (Microcebus rufus) engage in more social interactions during the breeding season (Zohdy et al. 2012) , and red-fronted lemurs (Eulemur rufifrons) regularly visit waterholes in response to seasonal water scarcity, thereby crossing home ranges of other groups (Scholz & Kappeler 2003) .
Theoretical research has demonstrated that temporal changes in contact structure (Volz & Meyers 2009; Chen et al. 2014) and ranging behaviour (Nunn, Thrall & Kappeler 2014) impact disease dynamics. A consensus has yet to emerge, however, concerning the conditions in which network dynamics impact pathogen spread, as compared to static approximations that consider contacts as fixed. For example, Volz & Meyers (2009) found that disease spread on dynamic networks was faster than on static networks when population mixing was high, but the opposite occurred when the degree of population mixing was low. In another study, spread on dynamic networks was always slower than on static networks (Risau-Gusman 2011). When simulating disease spread on empirically derived human contact networks, Stehle et al. (2011) found that a static network taking the daily duration of contacts into account resulted in comparable outbreak sizes as dynamic networks, whereas a representation that retained only the topology of the dynamic networks did not. Given this mixed evidence, it remains unclear how and when to account for dynamic networks in real-world host-parasite systems (Pellis et al. 2015; White, Forester & Craft 2015) .
One way to construct a static approximation of weighted dynamic networks is to average tie weights over the study period. This will commonly result in a static network with higher density (i.e., more realized links relative to the maximum number of possible links) than found at any point in time in the dynamic networks (because connections aggregate over time), but potentially lower tie weights than the maximum observed tie weights in the dynamic networks. We propose that the difference in pathogen spread on this type of static network vs. dynamic networks will be influenced by temporal variation in the degree to which the networks are structured into communities and by changes in community membership over time. One measure of community structure is network modularity (Q) (Newman & Girvan 2004) , which correlates negatively with disease spread in theoretical simulations (Salath e & Jones 2010; Griffin & Nunn 2012) . We hypothesize that when rewiring results in a change of community assignments of nodessuch that more mixing occurs among communities -pathogen spread will be amplified, as compared to a situation in which rewiring does not re-assign individuals to new communities. We further expect that any changes that increase or decrease overall modularity will independently influence outbreak size.
We tested these predictions using both empirically derived networks from a population of wild primates, Verreaux's sifakas (Propithecus verreauxi), and simulated networks. Sifakas are group-living, frugi-folivorous lemurs endemic to Madagascar. In contrast to most other primates, their small group and home range sizes permit simultaneous study of multiple neighbouring groups (e.g., Koch et al. 2016) , and thus an opportunity to study transmission within and between stable groups of primates.
For the empirical data, we assessed the potential spread of Cryptosporidium sp., the causal agent of cryptosporidiosis, an enteric disease affecting many mammals, including humans. Sifakas are extremely susceptible to Cryptosporidium infections in captivity (Charles-Smith, Cowen & Schopler 2010) . Given the high probability of introduction via human activities or domesticated animals, this organism is a threat to wild populations. Transmission occurs mainly via the faecal-oral route, and parasite oocysts shed with faeces may remain viable for months, depending on environmental conditions (Peng, Murphy & Holden 2008) . Oocysts may also be present on the fur of other animals, providing an avenue for social transmission. Clinical symptoms in captive Propithecus coquereli include diarrhoea, anorexia, weight loss and eventually even death (da Silva et al. 2003; Charles-Smith, Cowen & Schopler 2010) . Age has been identified as a strong risk factor, with animals under 5 years of age being most susceptible. In captive sifakas in the northern hemisphere, Cryptosporidium outbreaks show a seasonal pattern, possibly related to temperature. Cryptosporidium has been detected in some lemur species in the wild (Rasambainarivo et al. 2013) , although major outbreaks have not been reported.
We aimed to characterize the spread of Cryptosporidium among groups via (a) transmission by direct contact and (b) environmental transmission. Because seasonality impacts both the social and ranging behaviour of sifakas and the survival of oocysts in the environment, we parameterized the model separately for two seasons: a period from April to June (the transition from wet to dry season, hereafter referred to as 'wet season') and September to November (late dry season, hereafter referred to as 'dry season'). These periods correspond to peaks in human activity in the study area: from March to April, sifakas are regularly captured for biomedical sampling as part of a long-term research project (Kappeler & Fichtel 2012) , while tourist numbers peak during August and September. Thus, introduction of Cryptosporidium appears more likely during these periods than during other times of the year.
We investigated three different dynamic models of Cryptosporidium spread in sifakas and their corresponding static approximations: a model combining both environmental and direct contact transmission; a model based on spread by direct contact only; and a model based on environmental spread only. We predicted that environmental spread has a larger impact on disease propagation than spread by direct contact, because direct contact between members of different groups is rare compared with the rate at which overlapping ranges are used (Springer et al. 2016a) . In addition, Cryptosporidium oocysts may survive up to 3 months in the environment (Olson et al. 1999; Peng, Murphy & Holden 2008) . We also expected that outbreaks would be larger if simulations started during the wet season because the population consists of more highly susceptible juveniles at this time, and because Cryptosporidium survival is expected to be higher in moist conditions (Peng, Murphy & Holden 2008) . Finally, we predicted that models incorporating dynamic networks would result in different outbreak sizes than static models, depending on how community membership and modularity changes over time. We specifically predicted that larger changes in community membership -with individual animals or, in the case of range overlap networks, groups switching communities -would increase outbreak size.
The results of this model led us to investigate the conditions under which dynamic networks result in amplification of pathogen spread relative to static approximations. To this end, we created simple dynamic networks with changes in module membership and compared pathogen spread across these networks and their static approximations. In these simulations, we investigated the impact of the transmission parameter b, the recovery parameter c, variation in mean tie strength, and the frequency of rewiring on disease dynamics in the networks. (Kappeler & Fichtel 2012) . Home ranges partly overlap, and physical contact between members of different groups is rare (Koch et al. 2016; Springer et al. 2016a ). An annual birth pulse of one or two offspring per group occurs in July and August. As part of an ongoing long-term study (Kappeler & Fichtel 2012) , Kirindy sifakas are habituated to human observers and individually marked with unique collars.
Materials and methods
Behavioural observations took place during two periods, from August to October 2013 ('dry season') and from February to May 2014 ('wet season'). Focal animal observations were carried out on all members of eight adjacent groups (excluding dependent infants) as described in Koch et al. (2016) . Each animal was observed for two statistical days per season, resulting in 860 h of focal data (August to October 2013: 36 individuals, 418 h, February to May 2014: 38 individuals, 442 h). During observations, social behaviours, including body contact, and non-social behaviours were recorded continuously. During intergroup encounters, we recorded ad libitum the identities of participating animals, all physical contacts between members of different groups, the contact duration, and the total duration of the encounter.
Ranging patterns and intergroup encounter rates were derived from GPS data as described in Springer et al. (2016a) . Briefly, one animal per group was equipped with a GPS collar. GPS fixes were simultaneously collected every 15 min from 4:00 to 20:00 h local time (sifakas are strictly diurnal, Erkert & Kappeler 2004) during two 10-week periods (from September to mid-November 2013 and from April to mid-June 2014). Ninety-five per cent kernel home ranges and their overlaps were calculated for 14-day intervals. To quantify space-use sharing between the different groups, we calculated the utilization distribution overlap index (UDOI) (Fieberg, Kochanny & Lanham 2005) . To derive intergroup encounter rates from GPS data, we used the linear movement model contained in the R package Movement Analysis (Sijben 2013 ).
model description: C R Y P T O S P O R I D I U M in sifakas
We created a stochastic, individual-based model to simulate Cryptosporidium transmission through a socially and spatially structured population of Verreaux's sifakas. The model's agents were individuals characterized by their age class (<1 year of age, 1-5 years and >5 years) and membership in one of eight groups that were observed in the field. Infants below 6 months of age were not considered independent agents. Our model was an susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered (SEIR) compartmental model ( Fig. 1) . We included an exposed class because experimental infections in humans and several animal species have shown that the period from infection to excretion of Cryptosporidium oocysts usually ranges from 2 to 7 days (Casemore 1990; Chappell et al. 1996) . Because nothing is known about the length of this period in sifakas, we varied the incubation period in the model as detailed below.
Body contact between individuals was represented as undirected, weighted social networks, with each individual corresponding to a node in the network. Tie weights represented minutes of body contact per day and influenced the probability of direct disease transmission, as detailed below. Within groups, tie weights were based on body contact rates as determined by direct observations. Because only a small proportion of intergroup encounters was directly observed, body contact rates between groups were inferred using GPS-derived intergroup encounter rates, and information on the occurrence and duration of body contact during observed encounters. Dyad-specific encounter frequency per day was multiplied by the proportion of observed encounters during which body contact occurred (16%) and by the mean duration of all observed body contacts between members of different groups (1Á5 min). The resulting value determined the tie weight between all individuals of two neighbouring groups.
Inter-group connections were rewired on a 2-week interval, using the empirical GPS data. This decision followed previous research that used network rewiring intervals based on the infectious period of the pathogen (Reynolds et al. 2015) , which in the case of Cryptosporidium ranges from 4 to 16 days in adult sifakas (da Silva et al. 2003) . Intragroup relations in these stable groups, often generated through kinship, were not expected to be as dynamic as patterns of inter-group contacts; hence, within-group networks were based on association data for each season, rather than bi-weekly intervals. We also constructed a static network approximation for each season based on mean tie weights to assess how static approximation of the contact networks influences model output.
Environmental transmission was modelled based on the UDOI between groups. Overlap between individuals of the same group was set to one, assuming 100% overlap and a uniform kernel distribution. In the dynamic models, home range sizes and overlap were also updated on a bi-weekly basis. In the simulation, each infected individual contaminated its group's home range each day. The resulting contamination influenced the probability of infection for all susceptible animals living in or overlapping with this home range. The level of contamination decayed exponentially over time.
The model was programmed in R v. 3.4.2 (R Core Team 2013). It advanced in time steps of 1 day for 70 days (five bi-weekly intervals). The following processes were modelled sequentially in each time step.
Contamination
During each time step, infectious individuals contaminated their home range, which consisted of a core area defined as encompassing 50% of the groups' GPS locations, and a non-core area. We did not explicitly model group movement. Instead, contamination levels increased in relation to the size of the core area and the non-core area, respectively. Specifically, we divided the number of infected individuals in the group at the respective time step by the size of the core area or the non-core area (in ha), and we added this number to the contamination level of the previous time step. For example, if a group has three infected individuals and a core area of 0Á5 ha and non-core area of 1Á2 ha, we updated contamination as follows: 3/0Á5 = 6 for the core area and 3/1Á2 = 2Á5 for the noncore area. These contamination levels later entered into the equation of environmental transmission. The size of each group's core area and non-core area was updated in bi-weekly intervals based on the empirical data.
Social transmission
Infectious individuals infected their susceptible contacts with a probability determined by their link weight in the body contact network and the transmission parameter b. Values for b differed depending on the age class of the susceptible individual. We defined b social in this process as the probability of transmission per minute of body contact. Thus, if two individuals have x minutes of body contact per day, the probability of infection spreading between them per day is 1
x is the probability of infection not having spread after x minutes of body contact. In this step, several individuals could become infected simultaneously.
Environmental transmission
The infection process was repeated for environmental transmission. As core areas usually represent areas of exclusive use for sifakas (Benadi, Fichtel & Kappeler 2008) , environmental transmission between groups only occurred via the contamination present in the non-core parts of the home range, while environmental transmission within groups could occur from the entire home range. Age-class-specific b environmental was multiplied by the UDOI between two groups and the level of contamination (C) to estimate the probability of environmental transmission to each susceptible individual from each home range: b e *UDOI i,j *C i . Infection status of the individuals was updated immediately after each process.
Death from disease
Infectious individuals died with age-class-specific probability a.
Recovery
Infectious animals recovered with age-class-specific probability c.
Becoming infectious
Exposed but not yet infectious individuals remained such for as many time steps as specified by the incubation period p and were then automatically moved into the infectious class.
Decay of contamination in the environment
At the end of each time step, the level of contamination (C) in each home range (both in the core and the non-core areas) was reduced according to an exponential decay function with a defined half-life h: C t+1 = C t *0.5 1/h .
Stochasticity
Each simulation started with a completely susceptible population into which the disease was introduced by randomly assigning one individual as infected. Transmission, death and recovery were modelled stochastically. Contamination of the environment and decay of the contamination level were modelled deterministically.
Model output
After each time step, the number of susceptible, infectious and recovered animals was stored, as was total population size, prevalence of infection, and number of groups infected. At the end of each simulation, cumulative outbreak size was recorded as the sum of individuals that had been infected throughout the simulation.
Model parameterization
We used Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) to draw a sample of 1000 parameter combinations, using the R package tgp (Gramacy 2007) . LHS is a type of stratified Monte Carlo sampling, which is more efficient in the context of epidemiological modelling than completely random or full sampling (Seaholm, Ackerman & Wu 1988; Blower & Dowlatabadi 1994) . Model parameters and the ranges and distributions from which they were sampled are given in Table 1 . Because the probability of developing disease as well as the severity of infection and length of the infectious period tend to correlate with animal age (da Silva et al. 2003), we explored different ranges of b, c and a for each age class. We assumed lower values of b for environmental transmission than for social transmission because contact with infectious stages in the environment likely occurs with a lower probability than during body contact.
Network measures
We calculated network density (D) and modularity (Q). As density does not take edge weights into account, we also calculated average tie strength (the sum of all tie weights divided by the number of ties present). For dynamic networks, we included ties weighted '0' (de facto absent ties) in this measure if they had a positive weight in the static network approximation. We used the Infomap algorithm, which is based on network flow (Rosvall & Bergstrom 2008) , to identify clusters for calculating Q. All network measures were calculated using the package igraph (Csardi & Nepusz 2006) in R v. 3.4.2. pathogen spread on randomly generated networks
To evaluate how pathogen spread on dynamic networks relates to pathogen spread on static networks with group structure, we created a simple scenario of four groups, A, B, C and D, with eight individuals in each group. Tie weights were one within groups and initially set to zero between groups. We simulated three scenarios that reflect different combinations of connections among the groups. In scenario 1, individuals from groups A and B, as well as individuals from groups C and D, were connected; in scenario 2, connections occurred between members of A and C, and between B and D; finally, in scenario 3, connections occurred between A and D, and between B and C. We drew 1000 random samples of length N from these scenarios, with each scenario representing a bi-weekly interval of simulated pathogen spread. The weight of intergroup ties was randomly assigned to each bi-weekly scenario and ranged between 0Á05 and 0Á5. A static approximation for each set of N networks was created by averaging tie weights across the dynamic networks. For consistency with our empirical analyses, we used the Infomap algorithm when calculating modularity (Q).
We constructed a stochastic susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model to simulate the spread of a hypothetical pathogen over the 1000 sets of dynamic networks and their static approximations. Each simulation started with one randomly chosen infected individual. In each time step, the infection spread from infected to susceptible individuals with infection probability b multiplied by the weight of the tie connecting the two individuals. Previously infected individuals recovered with probability c. The model advanced in time steps of 1 day for a total of 14*N days (with 14 representing the bi-weekly interval of rewiring). We then repeated the simulation on the static network 14*N time steps. This produced a paired-design simulated data set that enabled us to test whether outbreak size differed between static and dynamic representations, independently of variation in other parameters.
We used LHS to draw a sample of 1000 combinations of N (range: 3-15), b (range: 0Á001-0Á05) and c (0Á01-0Á2). In this model based on randomly generated networks, all parameters were sampled from a flat distribution. For each parameter combination, 30 simulations were conducted on each dynamic network set and its static approximation. At the end of each simulation, relative outbreak size was stored as the proportion of individuals that had been infected during the course of the disease, and the mean outbreak size of the 30 simulations was calculated. We then used generalized linear mixed models (GLMs) to investigate how the different parameters, including modularity and density of the static network, influenced mean outbreak size of static simulations. In addition, we investigated the effect of modularity and density while holding b and c constant at different values. We also calculated the difference between the mean relative outbreak size of dynamic and static model versions using the same parameter sets and assessed how the different parameters influenced this difference in another set of GLMs.
Because significance levels are sensitive to sample size, we avoided interpretations based on frequentist statistical tests of null hypotheses, such as p-values. Instead, we used model averaging based on Akaike's information criterion to investigate effect sizes (Burnham & Anderson 2002 ). We implemented full-model averaging, and, in addition to providing the summed Akaike weights for each coefficient, we standardized coefficients, interpreting larger coefficients as representing larger effects. Model averaging was implemented in the R package MuMIn (Barton 2016) .
Results
In the dry season, the study population of Verreaux's sifakas consisted of 36 animals, including eight individuals between 1 and 5 years of age. During the wet season, the population consisted of 38 individuals, with six individuals in the most susceptible age class (<1 year) and four individuals between 1 and 5 years of age.
Body contact networks and their static approximations are displayed in Figs 2 and 3, and network measures are summarized in Table 2 . Turnover in module composition in the body contact networks was relatively minor, with somewhat more change in the wet season than in the dry season. Specifically, in the wet season, two previously distinct groups formed one module in intervals II and III and then split up again. In the dry season, only a single node split off from a group to form its own module.
Patterns of home range overlap also showed temporal variation (Fig. 4, Table 3 ). UDOIs decreased at the beginning of the dry season (Fig. 4a, interval IV) and markedly increased towards the end of the dry season (Fig. 4b , interval III-V). Module composition also changed over time. Between two and four different modules were identified in the wet season, with groups H and G sometimes forming a module with group J and sometimes with E, C and L (Fig. 4a) . In the dry season, only splitting of modules occurred, without changes in module composition (Fig. 4b) .
social vs. environmental spread
Mean cumulative outbreak size and mean number of groups infected were lowest in models assuming transmission by body contact only, larger in models assuming environmental spread only, and largest when both transmission modes were combined (Fig. S1 , Supporting Information). This was true for both seasons and for dynamic and static representations, except that in the static model for the wet season, on average fewer groups were infected by environmental spread only than by social spread only. However, mean outbreak size was still larger with environmental spread only than with social spread only.
In the dynamic models, when transmission was limited to social contact, the pathogen spread beyond two groups in 23% of the wet season simulations and 25% of the dry season simulations. When only environmental transmission was modelled, 35% of wet season and 58% of dry season simulations reached more than two groups. In the simulations incorporating both transmission modes, the pathogen spread beyond two groups in the majority of cases (76% and 79%, respectively).
effect of season
In the dynamic model incorporating environmental and social transmission, we observed on average somewhat lower final outbreak sizes when the pathogen was introduced during the wet season (53% of the population) as compared to the dry season (56%), although the distribution of results overlapped considerably (Fig. 5a) .
The means and ranges of outbreak sizes after each biweekly interval suggest that initially the pathogen spread faster upon introduction in the wet season (in April) as compared to introduction in the dry season (in September; Fig. 5a and b) . However, this relationship shifted during the last two bi-weekly intervals, resulting in a lower average final outbreak size in the wet season at the end of the 70-day simulation period. This dampening of pathogen spread in June was accompanied by a sharp decline in mean dyadic home range overlap, whereas home range overlap increased towards the end of the dry season (Fig. 5c) . Density of the body contact networks, however, did not vary as much as home range overlap and even increased from the third to the fourth bi-weekly interval of the wet season period, indicating that intergroup encounters occurred despite low home range overlap.
dynamic vs. static networks
Models incorporating both environmental and social transmission, but using static network approximations instead of rewiring, yielded different results than dynamic models, although we found considerable overlap in the distribution of results (Fig. 6 ). For the wet-to-dry season period, the static model produced almost the same average outbreak size (51% of the population) and average number of groups infected (4Á3) as the dynamic model (53% and 4Á5 groups), whereas in the dry season, the static model resulted in a lower average outbreak size (47%) and number of groups infected (4) than the dynamic version (56% and 4Á9 groups, respectively). Importantly, using dynamic instead of static models resulted in different conclusions regarding seasonality: in static simulations, outbreak size was on average larger in the wet season as compared to the dry season (model averaged estimate: 0Á07, confidence interval: 0Á03-0Á11, importance: 1), whereas the opposite was the case for simulations incorporating dynamic network changes (model averaged estimate: À0Á06, confidence interval: À0Á1 to À0Á03, importance: 0Á98, Table S1 ).
pathogen spread on randomly generated networks
Static versions of the model based on randomly generated network sets resulted in larger mean outbreak sizes than dynamic model versions in 60Á5% of all tested parameter sets, whereas dynamic versions produced larger mean outbreak sizes in 36Á9% of cases. In static model versions, modularity negatively impacted mean outbreak size. However, in the full data set including the whole range of parameters, the effect size of modularity was small relative to the effects of b and c (Table 4a) . We, therefore, also examined the effect of modularity on mean outbreak size while holding b and c constant. Figure 7 shows that increasing modularity dampens pathogen spread at intermediate and high values of b and when c is intermediate or high, i.e., the infectious period is rather short. When the infectious period is long or when b is small, no effect of modularity on pathogen spread was found. In Fig. 7 , a group of outliers with small outbreak sizes relative to the majority of simulations can be noted at intermediate and high values of b when c is low. These outliers represent results from simulations with low N, in which by chance the same network was sampled N times, resulting in low density of the static network. This low density coupled with a comparably short simulation period produced lower outbreak sizes than the majority of simulations under the condition of high b and low c. We further tested the effect of variation in model parameters on the difference in mean outbreak size between static and dynamic models. Results of model averaging indicate that this difference decreased with decreasing values of b and c (Table 4b ). This was supported by the results from model runs with b and c held constant. Only when both b and c were low (0Á001 and 0Á01, respectively), did almost 50% of parameter combinations produce larger mean outbreak sizes in dynamic than static versions (49Á2%). For the remaining runs, with b and c held constant at higher values, this proportion ranged between 10Á7% and 41Á8%. We also detected an interaction between b and rewiring frequency, with a reduced effect of variation in b on the difference in mean outbreak size as rewiring frequency increased (Fig. S2) . In model runs with b and c held constant, an effect of the range (maximum -minimum) of mean tie weight in the dynamic model versions on mean outbreak size also became apparent. In dynamic model runs with low b and c, an increasing range in mean tie strength resulted in larger outbreak sizes on average (Fig. S3 ).
Discussion
In this study, we assessed pathogen spread through social networks comprising several small adjacent groups, using both empirical data from a real-world primate population and simulated networks. Our results enabled us to assess conditions favouring the spread of a potentially highly pathogenic parasite, Cryptosporidium, in an endangered primate species in Madagascar. We also used simulations to make more general inferences about how model predictions change when using dynamic vs. static networks in a multi-group setting. Our model of Cryptosporidium spread in Verreaux's sifakas predicted a strikingly larger average outbreak size when environmental spread was included, as compared to a model with social transmission only, even though the transmission probability was assumed to be lower for environmental than social transmission. In addition, and contrary to our expectations, average outbreak size was not larger when the disease was introduced in the wet season. Instead, average outbreak size showed very little difference between seasons, and disease introduction in the dry season resulted in a slightly larger average outbreak size. This effect occurred despite the assumption of a lower half-life of oocysts in the environment during the dry season, fewer highly susceptible juveniles, and less module composition change in the networks, as compared to the wet season.
Thus, neither the life span of the parasite in the environment, nor the presence of highly susceptible juveniles, nor the change in module composition of social and home range overlap networks over time were the main parameters influencing outbreak size. Instead, low mean dyadic home range overlap towards the end of the wet season dampened pathogen spread, whereas an overall increase in home range overlap, i.e., an increase in average tie strength in the corresponding network, towards the end of the dry season was associated with an increase in mean disease incidence. Comparison of models including only social spread or environmental spread further supported this conclusion: When only environmental spread was modelled, the pathogen spread beyond two groups in a strikingly larger proportion of runs in the dry season than in the wet season (58% vs. 35%), whereas this difference was less pronounced in social transmission models (25% vs. 23%). Thus, sifaka populations may be especially vulnerable to Cryptosporidium spread during periods of high home range overlap. Similarly, an increase in the strength of social contacts, rather than changes in social network structure or birth pulses, was identified as the main driver of seasonal rabies outbreaks in wild raccoons (Hirsch et al. 2016) . Standardized regression coefficients come from full-model averaging using the six models with Akaike weights greater than 0Á001; standard errors are obtained from the subset of models in which the coefficient appears. 'Importance' sums the weights over all of the models in which the coefficient appears. Upper and lower CI refers to the upper and lower 95% confidence limits.
To confirm these predictions regarding the influence of home range overlap and seasonality, empirical data on pathogen spread in wild populations would be needed. However, to our knowledge Cryptosporidium outbreaks have not been documented in wild populations, and infections with other, endemic gastrointestinal parasites were not affected by season (Springer & Kappeler 2016) . Furthermore, our model considered transmission among Verreaux's sifakas only. Other sympatric mammals, e.g., E. rufifrons or Microcebus sp., may also harbour Cryptosporidium (G omez et al. 2000; Rasambainarivo et al. 2013) . We, thus, acknowledge that transmission dynamics may be more complex when multiple host species are involved (Johnson, de Roode & Fenton 2015) .
In the Cryptosporidium models, dynamic networks always produced larger average outbreak sizes than static networks, despite higher network density of static approximations. Changes in module composition were more pronounced in the dynamic networks derived from the wet season than from the dry season. Thus, according to our prediction that module composition change should exacerbate pathogen spread in dynamic models, we would have expected the difference in average outbreak size between dynamic and static simulations to be more pronounced during the wet season. However, the opposite occurred, probably driven by the larger variation in mean tie strength in the home range overlap networks of the dry season (range: 0Á01-0Á04) as compared to the wet season (range: 0Á02-0Á03).
This led us to investigate the conditions in which dynamic networks produce larger average outbreak sizes than static approximations using simulated networks and a wider range of parameter values. The largest effects on the difference in mean outbreak size between dynamic and static model versions were driven by the transmission parameter b and the recovery parameter c. In accordance with the results regarding module composition change from the Cryptosporidium model, variation in the frequency of rewiring had a smaller than expected influence, although the effect was in the expected direction. This result deviates from findings of Volz & Meyers (2009) , who showed that dynamic models produced larger outbreak sizes than static models when the population mixing rate was high. However, this previous analysis was based on a different type of network without group structure, and thus a higher degree of population mixing. Our simulations revealed that dynamic models were on average more likely to produce larger outbreak sizes than static models when b and c were low, i.e., when the probability of transmission was generally low and infectious periods were long. This can be explained by the fact that low values of b result in small outbreaks confined to a single group in most cases. Larger outbreaks are then more likely in the dynamic models, because of temporarily stronger network connections compared to the averaged connections of the static network. In other words, higher variation of contact strength in dynamic than static networks appeared to result in a higher likelihood of larger outbreaks to occur stochastically, especially when infectious periods were rather long. Indeed, greater variation in tie strength resulted in an increase of mean outbreak size in dynamic models, but only when values of b and c were low. When the potential for intergroup spread is generally high, however, larger outbreaks are more likely to occur in the static model versions because of higher network density. This is consistent with the findings of Chen et al. (2014) showing that network dynamics had a greater effect on disease spread in calf pens for diseases with a lower transmission probability. Together with our findings, this suggests that it is important to take network dynamics into account when diseases show low transmissibility combined with a long infectious period, such as many chronic diseases, e.g., immunodeficiency virus infections or tuberculosis (Wobeser 2013 ).
Since we focused on investigating the effect of modularity and rewiring frequency in relation to b and c in the random networks model, we chose an SIR model for simplicity. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to include an exposed compartment (i.e., SEIR) in a future extension of the model to investigate the impact of the incubation period and its interactions with other parameters.
Overall, our results illustrate that incorporating dynamic social networks into epidemiological models may change model outcomes in unexpected ways, especially if multiple transmission routes are implemented, as occurs for Cryptosporidium. The static model was unable to predict the increase in disease incidence at the end of the dry season; thus, we would have misinterpreted the effect of seasonality on environmentally transmitted diseases in sifakas had we ignored network dynamics. Our study, therefore, adds to the growing evidence that dynamic changes in social behaviour should be considered when predicting and understanding disease dynamics.
If relatively moderate seasonal changes in animal behaviour change conclusions drawn from models -such as here, concerning the impact of seasonality -diseaseinduced changes in animal behaviour, such as sickness behaviours, should also be considered, as these effects may be even stronger. Given the clinical picture in captivity, it seems likely that Cryptosporidium infection substantially reduces animal mobility and interactions with conspecifics. In addition, death of individuals will change social network topology, potentially triggering dispersal of remaining group-mates into neighbouring groups, which has been observed in Verreaux's sifakas (Kappeler & Fichtel 2012) . Scenarios like these could be explored in future extensions of this model.
In summary, our study adds to emerging evidence that dynamic networks can change predictions of disease dynamics. In the example of Cryptosporidium in Verreaux's sifakas, incorporating dynamic networks instead of a static approximation resulted in larger outbreak sizes on average. Analysis of pathogen spread on simulated networks revealed that larger outbreak sizes in dynamic models occurred especially when the probability of transmission and recovery were low. In conclusion, the need to incorporate network dynamics as well as the necessary temporal resolution may depend on the characteristics of the parasite in question and on whether seasonal changes in range use or physical contact may amplify infectious disease risk once the pathogen has been introduced and allowed to spread.
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